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Abstract

Defining plant hydraulic traits is central to the quantification of ecohydrological pro-

cesses ranging from land-atmosphere interactions, to tree mortality and water-

carbon budgets. A key plant trait is the xylem specific hydraulic conductivity (Kx), that

describes the plant's vascular system capacity to transport water. While xylem's ves-

sels and tracheids are dead upon maturity, the xylem is neither inert nor deadwood,

various components of the sapwood and surrounding tissue remaining alive and func-

tional. Moreover, the established definition of Kx assumes linear relations between

water flux and pressure gradient by tacitly considering the xylem as a “passive con-

duit”. Here, we re-examine this notion of an inert xylem by systematically character-

izing xylem flow in several woody plants using Kx measurements under constant and

cyclic pressure gradients. Results show a temporal and pressure gradient dependence

of Kx. Additionally, microscopic features in “living branches” are irreversibly modified

upon drying of the xylem, thus differentiating the macroscopic definition of Kx for liv-

ing and dead xylem. The findings highlight the picture of the xylem as a complex and

delicate conductive system whose hydraulic behaviour transcends a passive gradient-

based flow. The study sheds new light on xylem conceptualization, conductivity mea-

surement protocols, in situ long-distance water transport and ecosystem modelling.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Long-distance water transport in plants occurs primarily through the

xylem, where non-living vascular conduits provide mechanical support

and simultaneously allow water flow from roots to leaves under ten-

sion at rates sufficient for maintaining transpiration and preventing

leaf desiccation (Larcher, 2003; Pickard, 1981; Stroock, Pagay,

Zwieniecki, & Michele Holbrook, 2014; Tyree & Zimmermann, 2002).

Xylem conduits are of two general types: tracheids are typically less

than 10 mm long with diameters of approximately 10–20 μm con-

nected via linearly aligned bordered pits (Jensen et al., 2016;

Pickard, 1981; Tyree & Ewers, 1991; Tyree & Zimmermann, 2002),

and vessels (mostly found in angiosperms) composed of vertically

aligned elements connected through porous perforation plates. Ves-

sels are connected via fields composed of tens to hundreds of bor-

dered pits, can reach metres in length, and have diameters between

approximately 10 and 500 μm (Brown, 2013; Jensen et al., 2016;

Olson & Rosell, 2013; Tyree & Zimmermann, 2002). While the xylem

conduit cells die by undergoing autolysis and lose their protoplasts to

become hydraulically active (Dixon, 1914; Rioux, Nicole, Simard, &

Ouellette, 1998; Sperry, 2011), studies have shown that part of the

sapwood and surrounding live tissue (parenchyma) remain alive and

functional and thus cannot be treated as inert deadwood (see,

e.g., Stroock et al., 2014; De Micco, Balzano, Wheeler, & Baas, 2016;

Nardini, Salleo, & Jansen, 2011; Schenk, 2018; Morris et al., 2018;

Jacobsen, Valdovinos-Ayala, & Pratt, 2018; Schenk, Espino, Rich-
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Cavazos, & Jansen, 2018). The intricate structure of the xylem has

evolved to support the transport of water under metastable condi-

tions at relatively high flow rates (Jensen et al., 2016; Sperry, 2011).

To safely transport water across a range of environmental conditions

and external stresses, plants employ a number of safety measures

such as highly compartmentalized and redundant vascular networks

(Brodersen, Jansen, Choat, Rico, & Pittermann, 2014; Choat, Cobb, &

Jansen, 2008), bordered pits with nanoporous membranes (Brodersen

et al., 2014; Choat et al., 2008; Jensen et al., 2016) and stomata con-

trol in the leaves (Martin-StPaul, Delzon, & Cochard, 2017;

Monteith, 1995). An additional and less-studied response mechanism

is attributed to prevention of pathogen and embolism spread by local

occlusion of xylem conduits with gels and tyloses secreted by the

xylem parenchyma cells. This plant response has been observed for a

range of biotic and abiotic stresses, such as wounding, infections,

freezing, drought and natural ageing (Crews, McCully, & Canny, 2003;

De Micco et al., 2016; Kitin et al., 2010; Rioux et al., 1998; Sun,

Rost, & Matthews, 2008). We will study the implications of such plant

responses on the interpretation of hydraulic conductivity

measurements.

At the heart of the Cohesion-Tension (CT) theory (Brown, 2013;

Dixon & Joly, 1895; Tyree, 1997) is the ascent of sap through the

xylem under tension generated at air–water interfaces in the leaves.

Such theory has been framed in quantitative terms by Van den

Honert (1948), who proposed a Ohm's analogue for water flow in the

soil–plant–atmosphere continuum, where the water flux through a

discrete plant segment is proportional to the product of the hydraulic

conductivity of that region and water potential difference, thus

replacing the detailed mechanisms of the ascent of sap by a theory

involving bulk flow properties (Brown, 2013). The local (mid-day)

water potential in the xylem in non-drought conditions typically

ranges between −0.5 and −2.0 MPa, reaching much lower values

(up to approximately −10 MPa) under water stress conditions as well

as in desert and seawater environments (Jensen et al., 2016;

Sperry, 2011; Stroock et al., 2014). However, the overall pressure gra-

dient necessary to sustain the xylem flow is relatively low, generally

ranging between 0.01 and 0.04 MPa m−1 (Bauerle, Hinckley, Èermák,

Kuèera, & Bible, 1999; Dixon, 1914; Domec, Meinzer, Lachenbruch, &

Housset, 2007; Sperry, 2011). Within this framework, the xylem

hydraulic conductivity Kx (kg m−1 s−1 MPa−1) emerges as a key trait

for the description of the plant's ability to sustain the long-distance

water transport required for transpiration. It measures the ability of a

plant's vascular system to transport water and is defined as the flux Q

(kg s−1) for a given driving force Δh (MPa) normalized by the length of

the segment L [m], and referenced to the cross-sectional area of the

xylem Ax (m
2),

Kx =
QL
AxΔh

: ð1Þ

Xylem conductivity is generally measured by applying a hydraulic

driving force (hydrostatic or by means of vacuum chambers) and the

outflow is measured using flowmeters, balances or pipettes (Melcher

et al., 2012; Sperry, Donnelly, & Tyree, 1988). The underlying assump-

tions of these methods and the definition of Kx in Equation (1) are that

the system may attain steady state (i.e., the flow rate is constant in

time for a given pressure gradient) and exhibits a linear relationship

between flow rate and pressure gradient (Domec et al., 2007; Melcher

et al., 2012). However, various experimental studies have provided

contrasting evidence. As early as 1914, Dixon (1914) observed a per-

sistent decline in water flow over time, with a more rapid drop in the

flow for higher pressure gradients (see Figure 1a). More recently,

studies have shown evidence of a non-linear relationship between Kx

and pressure gradient (Domec et al., 2007; Giordano, Salleo, Salleo, &

Wanderlingh, 1978; Peel, 1965) as well as a decline in Kx over time

(e.g., Canny, Sparks, Huang, & Roderick, 2007; Espino &

Schenk, 2010; Jacobsen & Pratt, 2012; Kelso, Gertjejansen, &

Hossfeld, 1963; Melcher et al., 2012; Sperry et al., 1988).

The observed xylem sensitivity to the applied pressure gradient

has been attributed to several mechanisms, including progressive air

blockage, gel release in response to wounding, clogging and non-

laminar flow. Although the mechanisms responsible for the observed

behaviour are not yet fully understood, they all point to the notion

that the xylem cannot be regarded as a collection of purely inert con-

duits, but rather as a more complex and dynamic system responding

to external forcing. Possible non-linearities in the relationships

between flux and pressure gradient, if ignored when modelling plant–

water relations, might lead to errors in the predictions of plant water

status and transpiration fluxes (Domec et al., 2007). Additionally, typi-

cal pressure gradients (Δh/L) experienced by living trees (i.e., in the

range of 0.01 and 0.04 MPa m−1) are considerably lower than those

often applied during laboratory measurements (Cochard, Herbette,

Hernández, Hölttä, & Mencuccini, 2009; Domec et al., 2007; Espino &

Schenk, 2010). In fact, measurements of Kx under steady-state mode

are usually conducted on branches with sample lengths between ≈4

and 30 cm, with average applied pressures of about 10 kPa, thus pro-

viding typical pressure gradients in the range 0.03 and 0.25 MPa m−1

(a compilation of studies is listed in Table S1). Additionally, when

flow-centrifuge techniques are used to determine xylem vulnerability

to embolism, applied transient pressure gradients through the samples

are generally between approximately 0.15 and 2.5 MPa m−1 (see,

e.g., Cochard et al., 2005). Clearly, if Kx is nonlinearly related to the

applied pressure, measurements obtained at pressures different from

those experienced in planta might not be representative of real condi-

tions. Furthermore, branches being exposed to pressure gradients

higher than those at which they generally operate might experience

damage (i.e., structural damage of pit membranes due to physical and

chemical stresses—see, for example, Hacke, Stiller, Sperry,

Pittermann, & McCulloh, 2001; Plavcová, Jansen, Klepsch, &

Hacke, 2013; Hillabrand, Hacke, & Lieffers, 2016), such that estimated

Kx might not be representative of intact living plants. These issues

have led to the proposal of using low pressure heads in flow-

centrifuge measurements to avoid the risk of torus aspiration at high

pressure gradients (Bouche et al., 2015).

In addition to flux sensitivity to the applied pressure gradients,

experimental measurements of Kx might be further altered by other
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mechanisms, which have been invoked to explain a frequently

observed decline in Kx measurements. For example, studies have

shown sensitivity of xylem hydraulic conductivity to the sap ionic

strength and osmolarity (López-Portillo, Ewers, & Angeles, 2005;

Trifilò, Lo Gullo, Salleo, Callea, & Nardini, 2008). This has further chal-

lenged the traditional description of the xylem as inert deadwood

(Melcher et al., 2012; Stroock et al., 2014), although autonomous

response of swelling tissues (e.g., bordered pits membranes [Nardini

et al., 2011]) could be implicated. Zimmermann (1978) first observed a

higher hydraulic conductivity for stems perfused with tap water com-

pared to distilled water. More recently, a number of studies

(e.g., Domec et al., 2007; Nardini, Gasco, Trifil`o, Gullo, &

Salleo, 2007; Van Ieperen, Van Meeteren, & Van Gelder, 2000;

Zwieniecki, Melcher, Feild, & Holbrook, 2004; Zwieniecki, Melcher, &

Holbrook, 2001) observed changes in Kx in relation to variations in the

ionic concentration of xylem sap (i.e., higher Kx values for higher ionic

strengths, and lower values for higher pH values), suggesting an ability

of the xylem to exert local and autonomous control on flow at the

level of individual vessels (López-Portillo et al., 2005; Nardini

et al., 2011; Stroock et al., 2014). Xylem tissue response to various

external stresses (e.g., wounding) by producing mucilage (Rioux

et al., 1998; Crews et al., 2003; Kitin et al., 2010; Jacobsen and

Pratt (2012); De Micco et al., 2016) is likely to further impact the

xylem hydraulic functioning (i.e., through clogging, reduced surface

tension, increased viscosity) thus altering any experimental observa-

tion in which release of mucilage might occur from wound-stimulated

xylem parenchyma cells (Crews et al., 2003). For example, Jacobsen

and Pratt (2012) have observed a decline in Kx in flushed branches of

Vitis vinifera, which was attributed to vessel occlusion by gels pro-

duced either as a wounding response or in relation to refilling of

embolized vessels. Other studies further suggested the formation and

coalescence of air bubbles to explain the observed decline in mea-

sured Kx (Canny et al., 2007; Espino & Schenk, 2010). More recently,

Tobin, Pratt, Jacobsen, and De Guzman (2013) observed a reduction

in conductivity loss during repeated centrifugation by carefully han-

dling the stem ends to avoid blockage due to air drying—although

Umebayashi, Sperry, Smith, and Love (2019) attributed such a loss in

conductivity to mechanical fatigue of the inter-conduit pit membranes

during pressure cycling rather than to branch drying. We note, how-

ever, that some studies have found conductivity measurements to

remain stable—Sperry et al. (1988), for example, showed that perfu-

sion solutions containing formaldehyde could prevent the decline in

conductivity during continuous measurements by arresting microbial

growth.

Motivated by observations of nonlinear relations between the

flow through the xylem system and pressure gradients and the ques-

tion of a living xylem response, the study aims to systematically char-

acterize the pressure–flux relationships across a wide range of woody

plant species. The study combines xylem conductivity measurements

under various pressure gradients and across multiple species with ana-

tomical observations and theoretical considerations to validate the

picture of a complex and delicate system whose hydraulic behaviour

goes beyond that of passive gradient-based flow. Specifically, we

tested the following hypotheses: (i) xylem hydraulic conductivity mea-

surements depend upon the hydraulic gradient applied; (ii) observed

declines in Kx measurement over time are due to an active wounding

F IGURE 1 Flow rate Q as a function of time: (a) data from Dixon (1914) showing the measured flow rate in mg/s for four branches of Abies
pectinate (to allow comparison with panel (b), the inset shows the same digitized data in g/min, α, β, γ and δ in the original figure correspond to
Δh/L = 18, 10, 2 and 3 m/m in the inset), (b) results obtained for four Lawson cypress (Chamaecyparis lawsoniana) branches from experiment V50.
Results are shown for high (orange) and low (blue) values of Δh/L (m/m), defined as the ratio of hydrostatic pressure applied (Δh) to branch length
(L). The inset in panel (b) shows the hydraulic conductivity Kx computed according to Equation (1) for experiment V50
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response of the xylem tissues with the production of gel clogging the

xylem conduits; (iii) air invasion and drying irreversibly modify xylem

transport properties; and (iv) complex microscopic xylem features

(e.g., xylem network topology, redundancy of flow paths) affect the

macroscopic definition of Kx.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Plant material, sample preparation and
hydraulic conductivity measurements

Experiments were conducted for a range of gymnosperms and angio-

sperms representing diverse anatomical functional groups (tracheid

bearing species as well as vessel bearing species with either diffuse-

porous or ring-porous wood). Sampled tracheid-bearing species

include Atlas cedar (Cedrus atlantica), Austrian pine (Pinus nigra),

European yew (Taxus baccata), ginkgo (Ginkgo biloba), Lawson cypress

(Chamaecyparis lawsoniana), giant sequoia (Sequoiadendron giganteum),

and Norway spruce (Picea abies); diffuse-porous species include

European hornbeam (Carpinus betulus), Norway maple (Acer pla-

tanoides), silver birch (Betula pendula), and Turkish hazel (Corylus col-

urna), while field elm (Ulmus minor) was the only ring-porous species

sampled. A detailed list of all the species sampled in each experiment

together with mean sample dimensions is provided in Tables 1 and 2,

while Tables S3–S10 list the details for each branch and measure-

ment. The sampling bias towards tracheid-bearing species stems from

the availability at the time of sampling and from avoiding collecting

branches from deciduous species in wintertime.

Samples were collected in the early morning from a hospital park

neighbouring the ETH central campus in Zürich. Living branches were

cut underwater and immediately transported to the laboratory. Sam-

ples were prepared by cutting small branch segments (L ≈ 5 cm) under

water in preparation for flow measurements. Branch segments were

generally sampled between nodes. While branch segment length was

considered sufficient to properly account for both lumen and pit resis-

tances in the system, we note that L was longer than the typical vessel

length only for some of the species analysed here (e.g., reported

TABLE 1 Constant pressure, branch cutting, and flow reversal experiments: number of branch samples (Nsamples), mean diameter (�d, excluding
bark), mean branch length (�L), minimum and maximum pressure heads applied (Δh), and mean value of the maximum hydraulic conductivity �Kx for
each species analysed. Note that, given the small number of samples for certain species, only mean values are reported. Detailed information for
each branch is provided in Tables S3, S5 and S6

Species Nsamples
�d [mm] �L [mm] Δh (min, max) [cm] �Kx [kg (m−1 s−1MPa−1)]

Constant pressure experiments

Lawson cypress (Chamaecyparis lawsoniana) 18 6.7 50.6 10, 90 0.30

Austrian pine (Pinus nigra) 12 5.4 51.8 10, 90 0.35

Atlas cedar (Cedrus atlantica) 8 5.2 52.6 10, 60 0.29

Giant sequoia (Sequoiadendron giganteum) 6 6.2 51.8 10, 90 0.48

European yew (Taxus baccata) 4 5.6 51.3 10, 50 0.31

Field elm (Ulmus minor) 4 5.7 50.3 10, 50 0.16

Norway spruce (Picea abies) 2 6.4 51.5 10, 50 0.11

Ginkgo (Ginkgo biloba) 2 5.7 50.0 10, 50 0.70

European hornbeam (Carpinus betulus) 2 6.7 51.0 10, 50 0.66

Branch cutting experiments

Lawson cypress (Chamaecyparis lawsoniana) 9 5.5 75.2 (before cut)

44.9 (after cut)

10, 60 0.42 (before cut)

0.39 (after cut)

Atlas cedar (Cedrus atlantica) 4 6.8 86.3 (before cut)

71.0 (after cut)

10, 60 0.24 (before cut)

0.25 (after cut)

Turkish hazel (Corylus colurna) 3 6.4 75.7 (before cut)

61.0 (after cut)

10, 60 1.51 (before cut)

1.37 (after cut)

Field elm (Ulmus minor) 2 5.8 47.5 (before cut)

32 (after cut)

10, 60 0.09 (before cut)

0.19 (after cut)

Flow reversal experiments

Lawson cypress (Chamaecyparis lawsoniana) 6 5.8 55.3 10, 60 0.19 (before reversal)

0.15 (after reversal)

European yew (Taxus baccata) 4 4.1 57.3 10, 60 0.13 (before reversal)

0.08 (after reversal)

Atlas cedar (Cedrus atlantica) 3 8.1 88.0 10, 60 0.13 (before reversal)

0.07 (after reversal)

European hornbeam (Carpinus betulus) 2 6.9 50.5 10, 60 1.3 (before reversal)

0.72 (after reversal)
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values for Acer platanoides provide mean vessel lengths of approxi-

mately 2.4 cm—see Jacobsen, Pratt, Tobin, Hacke, and Ewers (2012);

Lens et al. (2011)). The length of the branch segment was shorter than

the maximum vessel length for some species (e.g., Ulmus minor, see

Martín, Solla, Ruiz-Villar, and Gil (2013)), and we cannot rule out the

presence of open vessels in some of the segments used for hydraulic

measurements. To limit the potential of wound reaction that may

cause clogging of the xylem conduits, a section of the bark (approxi-

mately 5 mm) was removed from the distal parts of the branch seg-

ments. Subsequently, the ends of the branch segments were trimmed

with a clean razor blade. Branches were then inserted in silicone tubes

and connected to a tubing system (see Figure S1). For standardization

of the flow behaviour we have used degassed and filtered (0.22 μm)

KCl solution (0.5 g L−1), while silver ions bacteriocide (1 Micropur pill

per 1 L water) was added to inhibit bacterial growth (Beikircher &

Mayr, 2009; Mayr, Beikircher, Obkircher, & Schmid, 2010). The bra-

nches were kept under water for the entire sample preparation

procedure. We did not flush the stems (except in the case of re-

saturation experiments, see below) to avoid pressurizing the xylem

and potentially causing internal structural damage.

The experimental setup (Figure S1) allowed to measure flow through

four branches simultaneously during a measurement. Each measurement

is distinguished in Appendix S1 and throughout the text via an alphanu-

merical code ranging from V03 to V87 (note that we removed measure-

ments where unexpected technical issues occurred). The branch

hydraulic conductivity was measured by applying a hydrostatic pressure

gradient that was controlled by adjusting the height of the fluid reservoir

where the branch segments were immersed relative to an outlet placed

below (hence flow through a branch was induced by tension and not

positive pressure). The cumulative outflow from each branch segment

was collected in individual beakers that were placed on balances to mea-

sure the rate of outflow. To suppress evaporation, we used beakers with

long inlets and placed wet sponges around to maintain high air relative

humidity. The xylem hydraulic conductivity (Kx) was then computed

TABLE 2 Pressure cycles, re-saturation, pressure tank and staining experiments: number of branch samples (Nsamples), mean diameter (�d,
excluding bark), mean branch length (�L), minimum and maximum pressure heads applied (Δh) and mean value of the maximum hydraulic
conductivity �Kx for each species analysed. Note that, given the small number of samples for certain species, only mean values are reported.
Detailed information for each branch are provided in Tables S7–S11

Species Nsamples
�d [mm] �L [mm] Δh (min, max) [cm] �Kx [kg (m−1 s−1MPa−1)]

Pressure cycles experiments

Austrian pine (Pinus nigra) 18 6.1 48.1 2, 72 0.93

Lawson cypress (Chamaecyparis lawsoniana) 15 6.3 51.4 2, 72 0.42

Ginkgo (Ginkgo biloba) 8 6.6 52.5 2, 72 2.67

European yew (Taxus baccata) 8 6.1 50.0 2, 72 0.90

Field elm (Ulmus minor) 7 5.6 48.0 2, 36 0.43

Atlas cedar (Cedrus atlantica) 5 6.5 48.2 2, 72 0.70

Norway spruce (Picea abies) 4 6.0 50.8 2, 24 0.49

European hornbeam (Carpinus betulus) 3 4.5 52.3 2, 12 2.00

Re-saturation experiments

Lawson cypress (Chamaecyparis lawsoniana) 12 7.3 70.2 (before res.)

56.8 (after res.)

10, 60 13.15 (before res.)

3.40 (after res.)

Field elm (Ulmus minor) 4 5.6 76.8 (before res.)

61.3 (after res.)

10, 60 6.36 (before cut)

3.03 (after cut)

Pressure tank experiments

Lawson cypress (Chamaecyparis lawsoniana) 8 4.5 40 5.1, 407.6 1.10

Silver birch (Betula pendula) 5 4.0 40 5.1, 407.6 1.93

Giant sequoia (Sequoiadendron giganteum) 3 4.6 40 10.2, 356.6 0.70

Norway maple (Acer platanoides) 3 3.2 40 5.1, 203.8 0.74

Austrian pine (Pinus nigra) 1 4.2 40 30.57, 305.7 0.02

Atlas cedar (Cedrus atlantica) 1 4.0 40 30.57, 305.7 0.02

Turkish hazel (Corylus colurna) 1 4.8 40 22.4, 152.8 0.46

European yew (Taxus baccata) 1 4.4 40 30.57, 305.7 0.02

European hornbeam (Carpinus betulus) 1 6.4 40 22.4, 152.8 0.22

Staining experiments

Lawson cypress (Chamaecyparis lawsoniana) 4 8.0 63.5 10, 60 1.27

Field elm (Ulmus minor) 4 5.3 60.5 10, 60 0.97
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according to Equation (1), where Δh is the hydrostatic pressure applied,

and Ax is defined as Ax = πd2/4, d being the sample diameter (mean

between inlet and outlet values) of the branch (without bark).

2.2 | Constant and cyclic pressure experiments

A set of 15 measurements (four branches were observed per measure-

ment, see Table S3) was conducted by applying constant pressure

heads (Δh) only, whereas 19 additional measurements (Tables S7 and

S8) were performed by applying pressure steps in cycles of 20–60 min

to measure the influence of different pressure gradients (and the

potential for hysteretic flow behaviour). In general, the hydrostatic

pressure applied (Δh) varied between 2 and 90 cm (see Tables 1 and 2),

which, assuming an average sample length equal to 5 cm, corresponded

to Δh/L between approximately 0.005 and 0.2 MPa m−1, the lower

value being analogous to those generally experienced by living plants,

the higher being more similar to those often applied in laboratory mea-

surements (Domec et al., 2007)—see Table S1.

To identify hydraulically active conduits under high and low pres-

sure gradients, we performed an additional experiment (Table S11), in

which crystal violet dye (0.2 g L−1) was added to the KCl solution for

four cypress (Chamaecyparis lawsoniana) and four elm (Ulmus minor) bra-

nches. Two branches per species were subjected to low (Δh = 10 cm)

and high (Δh = 60 cm) pressure heads, respectively. After the flow mea-

surement was run for approximately 20 h, cross sections at 1 cm from

the inlet were cut to visualize the conductive area.

Experiments were also conducted to evaluate the robustness of

the measurements to the choice of branch length L as well as to KCl

concentration (see Table S4 for details and discussion below). Specifi-

cally, results from short branches (approximately 5 cm long) were

compared to those for longer branches (approximately 10 cm) for

cedar, pine and cypress samples. Two measurements were conducted

to test the effect of increased KCl concentration (from 0.5 to 2 g L−1)

on Kx for four yew and four elm samples.

A small set of measurements during the early phases of the study

was conducted under constant positive pressure applied by a regu-

lated water “bladder” (Tables 2 and S9), to examine the effects of pos-

itive pressure application (as reported in certain studies) relative to

application of suction as has been done in the other experiments

reported here.

The 222 Kx measurements from this study were further compared

to 1,447 values from the TRY plant trait database (Kattge et al., 2011;

Kattge et al., 2020) retrieved from https://www.trydb.org, and a sub-

set of the TRY database comprising 558 measurements (i.e., woody

species from Manzoni, Vico, Porporato, and Katul (2013)—see below

for details).

2.3 | Branch cutting and flow reversal experiments

Additional experiments were performed to test possible hypotheses

(e.g., bubble formation, clogging due to gel production or debris)

regarding the observed time and pressure dependence of the hydraulic

conductivity measurements. Specifically, approximately 15–20 h after

starting the experiment, either we switched inlet and outlet in order to

reverse the flow within the branch (hereafter referred to as “flow rever-

sal experiments,” Table S6) or we cut the first 1–1.5 cm of the branch

inlet (“branch cutting experiments,” Table S5). Trimming the inlet would

remove any clogging material (gel, debris) and potentially allows a

recovery in conductivity. Conversely, flow reversal experiments were

performed to test the hypothesis that observed declines in Kx measure-

ment over time might be due to bubble formation (at the initial flow

restrictions within the sample) which should be pushed out after the

flow reversal (Canny et al., 2007). A summary of the species analysed in

these experiments together with their mean dimensions and ranges of

pressure heads applied is provided in Table 1.

2.4 | Xylem drying experiments

We investigated experimentally potential effects of air invasion and

subsequent (partial) xylem drying on hydraulic conductivity measure-

ments using the same branch samples described above for Kx determi-

nation (after their re-saturation and removal of all air). Specifically, we

first evaluated Kx of the intact xylem in fully hydrated conditions (same

procedure as the constant pressure experiments) by measuring the flow

rate for approximately 3–4 h for twelve cypress and four elm samples.

The branch segments were subsequently unpacked and dried under a

fan for a time variable between 8 and 20 h (see Table 2 and Table S10

for experimental details). After cutting 1 cm of the inlet to remove any

clogging material and cleaning both inlet and outlet with a razor blade,

the branches were re-packed in silicone tubes and re-saturated using a

vacuum pump for 30 min. We then proceeded with the measurement

of Kx of the first dried and then re-saturated branches.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Time and pressure gradient dependence of
xylem hydraulic conductivity

Figure 1b shows the typical behaviour observed during a constant

pressure experiment: the flow rate Q (and consequent Kx value)

decreases over time, with a more pronounced drop in conductivity

at higher pressure gradients. Such a behaviour is consistent with

observations from Dixon (1914) (see Figure 1a), both suggesting a

temporal and pressure dependence of the Kx measurement. Such a

temporal pattern of decay was consistently observed in most of the

constant-pressure experiments (Figure S2), as displayed in

Figure 2a showing the temporal evolution of Kx (normalized by its

maximum value observed during each experiment): at low pressure

gradients Δh/L the drop in Kx after 800 min was, on average, lower

than the drop observed at higher pressure gradients (i.e., 35% and

60% decrease in Kx for Δh/L < 5 m/m and Δh/L ≥ 5 m/m, respec-

tively). The conductivity started to drop after 50–100 min from the
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beginning of the measurement. We did not observe major differ-

ences in the magnitude and timing of conductivity decay across

species with different anatomical traits—we note however that this

might be due to the limited number of angiosperm (compared to

gymnosperms) samples analysed here. The observed relative

behaviour of high and low pressure gradients was robust to the

choice of KCl concentration as well as branch length L (see Fig-

ures S3 and S4 for details).

A consequence of the gradual decay in Kx is the apparent hyster-

etic behaviour when cycles of pressure gradients are applied, as evi-

dent from Figure 3 showing results for four yew (Taxus baccata)

branch segments (approximately 5 cm long). An important aspect of

the flow measurements reported here is the use of very low pressure

gradients (e.g., Δh/L = 1 m/m) that sufficed to initiate and sustain the

flow. The temporal decay in Kx observed after the first few cycles at

low pressure gradient values is commensurate with the drop in Kx

observed for the constant pressure experiments. However, the sub-

sequent application of higher pressure gradients (e.g., Δh/L = 14

m/m) resulted in a further decrease in Kx, which did not recover to

its original value when remeasured at lower pressure gradients

(Figure 4). A compilation of the results from all the cyclic pressure

gradient experiments is summarized in Figure 4 (see Figures S7–S12

in Appendix S1 for detailed results pertaining to each experiment),

exhibiting both the temporal decay and pressure gradient depen-

dence of the Kx measurements. We note, however, that in the cyclic

experiments there tend to be confounding pressure and time effects.

The two effects can be in part disentangled by analysing the Kx − Δh

plots (Figure 3c and figures in Appendix S1) where the colour code

represents time, so that symbols with the same colour show mea-

surements taken at comparable times from the beginning of the

experiment. While there is a clear effect of time, measurements

taken during the same cycle also show a pressure dependence of the

Kx value, with higher Kx for lower pressure gradients. This is also

apparent from Figure 4 where measurements taken at approximately

the same time from the beginning of the experiment (i.e., same col-

our) show a decrease in Kx with the pressure gradient applied.

F IGURE 2 (a) Results from constant (steady-state) pressure experiments: hydraulic conductivity (Kx), normalized here by its maximum value
for each experiment) obtained from experiments over branches of approximately 5 cm length. Probability density functions of Kx values at (b) 2,
(c) 400 and (d) 800 min from the beginning of the experiments. Results from (e) branch cutting and (f) flow reversal experiments: hydraulic
conductivity Kx (normalized by its initial value) as a function of time normalized by the time of branch cutting (tcut) and time of flow reversal
(treverse)—shown by the blue dash-dotted line. Red and grey/black refer to low (Δh/L < 5 m/m) and high (Δh/L ≥ 5 m/m) pressure gradients applied
(thick lines show mean values over all the experiments) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Results from branch cutting experiments are presented in

Figure 2e (see also Figure S5) and show, on average, a recovery of

≈90% and 125% of the initial Kx at high and low pressure gradients,

respectively. Results from flow reversal experiments (Figures 2f and

S6) show, on average, little (for Δh/L ≥ 5 m/m) to no (for Δh/L < 5

m/m) recovery in the measured Kx after reversing the flow

(Figure 2f).

Measurements of pectin concentration in the xylem outflow (see

Appendix S1 for details) were performed to test the hypothesis of a

reduction in xylem flow due to a wound-stimulated release of muci-

lage and showed an initial release of pectin with a subsequent drop in

concentration (see Figure 5).

3.2 | Pressure-driven xylem conduits activation

To identify hydraulically active conduits, we performed additional

experiments using dyed water in two contrasting species, namely

Lawson cypress (Chamaecyparis lawsoniana) and field elm (Ulmus

minor). Results (Figure 6) show an increased pathway activation with

increasing applied pressure gradient: on average, the stained area was

27 ± 19% and 65 ± 17% of the total cross-sectional area for low and

high pressure gradients, respectively. Particularly, while the overall

increase in pathway activation (i.e., the number of conduits becoming

hydraulically active and contributing to water transport) was consis-

tent between the two species, a higher portion of the total area was

activated, on average, for the cypress compared to the elm, possibly

due to the contrasting anatomical features (i.e., tracheids vs. ring-

porous wood, respectively).

3.3 | Comparison of measured xylem hydraulic
conductivity with literature data

Figure 7a compares data from the TRY Plant Trait Database with the

222 measurements from this study. Among our measurements, we

included maximum Kx values obtained from the constant pressure

experiments, maximum Kx obtained from the first cycles (before the

application of high pressures) during pressure cycles experiments, and

initial Kx obtained from experiments with pressure tank (before the

application of higher pressure gradients—see Figures S13 and S14). A

compilation of all the measurement details and results is provided in

Appendix S1 (Tables S3–S10). In general, measured Kx values were

F IGURE 3 Results from pressure cycles experiments for four European yew (Taxus baccata) branches (V34): (a) cumulative outflow (black)
and pressure head cycles (blue), (b) flow rate Q, and (c) hydraulic conductivity Kx as a function of the applied hydrostatic pressure heads Δh (the
black line marks highest conductivity envelope) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F IGURE 4 Results from pressure cycles experiments across eight
tree species: highest conductivity (Kx) values (normalized by its
maximum value for each experiment) obtained for each pressure
gradient applied (Δh/L). Different symbols refer to different species,
black dots with error bars are mean values (± one standard deviation)
for each pressure gradient. The colour bar indicates the time (from the
beginning of each experiment) at which the maximum Kx was
observed for each pressure gradient. Species used for these
experiments include Norway spruce (Picea abies), field elm (Ulmus
minor), European yew (Taxus baccata), Lawson cypress (Chamaecyparis

lawsoniana), European hornbeam (Carpinus betulus), Austrian pine
(Pinus nigra), ginkgo (Ginkgo biloba) and Atlas cedar (Cedrus atlantica)
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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close to literature data. The maximum values of Kx obtained here were

relatively insensitive to the applied pressure gradient (slightly higher

values for lower pressure, but similar magnitude), while the main differ-

ences were observed in the temporal decay (see distributions in

Figure 2b–d). The TRY dataset showed, on average, higher conductivi-

ties and spanned a larger range of Kx values, with significant differences

between the mean conductivities of the TRY versus the here presented

values (results from a two-sample t-test as well as mean and standard

deviations for each Kx dataset are provided in Table S2). The larger

range spanned by the TRY dataset might be related not only to the

greater number of species included, but also to the different measure-

ment protocols. Specifically, the definition of the conductive area Ax in

Equation (1) plays a key role in the determination of Kx as evident from

Figure 7b, where measurements from a subset of the TRY database

(i.e., woody species from Manzoni et al. (2013)) were subdivided based

on the definition of Ax. In particular, there was not a significant differ-

ence (Table S2) between the Kxvalues from this study and the subset

from Manzoni et al. (2013), where Ax = At (i.e., the cross-sectional area

used to compute Kx is equal to the total branch cross section excluding

the bark). Conversely, mean Kx values from this study differ significantly

F IGURE 5 (a) Measured flux and (b) pectin concentration for two Lawson cypress (Chamaecyparis lawsoniana, squares) and two European
yew (Taxus baccata, circles) branches subjected to a pressure head Δh of 60 cm. Branches were approximately 6.5 cm long and had an average
diameter of 6.7 mm [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F IGURE 6 Flow rate Q as a function of time and pressure gradient (Δh/L) for (a) four cypress (Chamaecyparis lawsoniana) branches (measurement
V80) and (b) four elm (Ulmus minor) branches (measurement V81). Cross sections of the branches at 1 cm from the inlet are shown for each branch
after staining using crystal violet (purple) to identify the active xylem vessels. Insets show the specific hydraulic conductivity (Kx) computed assuming
that the active xylem cross section (Ax) was equal to the total branch cross section [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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from those computed assuming Ax equals either the branch cross

section excluding pith (As) or the conductive area obtained from

staining (Ac)—see Table S2. Results obtained for gymnosperms in this

study showed a reasonably good agreement with the TRY subset

(Figure 7d), while Kx values obtained here for angiosperms were signifi-

cantly lower than those reported in Manzoni et al. (2013) (Figure 7c).

3.4 | Re-saturation experiments: Effect of air
invasion and partial xylem drying

Results from the re-saturation experiments are shown in Figure 8 (see

also Figure S15). After the drying and re-saturation procedure, we

observed a reduction in maximum Kx of ≈ 90% for eight cypress

branches (at both high and low pressure gradients) and ≈ 60% for two

elm branches subjected to high pressure gradients (an example is

shown in Figure 8b, while detailed results for all the measurements

are provided in Figure S15). Only two elm branches subjected to low

pressure gradients displayed a total recovery in the initial Kx (see

Figure S15d).

3.5 | Comparison with modelled transpiration
fluxes

Figure 9 compares theoretical predictions of transpiration fluxes (com-

puted from Equation (1) for different pressure gradients and sapwood

areas as a function of Kx) with published estimates of hourly

F IGURE 7 Comparison with literature data. Results from this study (222 values comprising maximum conductivity (Kx) from pressure cycles,
constant pressure and high pressure experiments) are contrasted with (a) 1,447 measurements from the TRY dataset and (b–d) a subset of
558 measurements from Manzoni et al. (2013) (also included in the TRY database). Panels (c) and (d) compare Kx values obtained from
angiosperms and gymnosperms, respectively. In panel (b), the Kx values from Manzoni et al. (2013) are subdivided according to definition of Ax

used in the computation of Kx (At, branch cross section excluding the bark; As, branch cross section excluding pith; Ac, conductive area obtained
from staining; No data, no clear information was provided on definition of Ax). The central red line indicates the median, and the bottom and top
edges of the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. The whiskers extend to the most extreme data points not considered
outliers (i.e., 1.5 times the interquartile range from the ends of the box), and the outliers are plotted individually (+ symbol). Number of
observations in each class are given in parenthesis [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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transpiration per unit of leaf (the 99 percentile of daytime values for

fully developed canopies) obtained from multi-year ecohydrological

simulations via the T&C model in 53 locations across the world char-

acterized by woody vegetation cover (Fatichi & Pappas, 2017; Fatichi,

Pappas, & Ivanov, 2012). Additional details on the T&C model and

simulations are provided in Appendix S1. The comparison in Figure 9

shows that gradients of 4 m/m are sufficient to sustain maximum

transpiration fluxes.

4 | DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

4.1 | Decay of xylem hydraulic conductivity

Xylem hydraulic conductivity measurements with freshly cut branches

(under water) showed a temporal decay in hydraulic conductivity

values for both gymnosperms and angiosperms. This decay resulted in

an apparent hysteretic behaviour when cyclic pressure gradients were

applied. A similar hysteretic behaviour has been observed in measure-

ments of root conductivity (Tyree, Yang, Cruiziat, & Sinclair, 1994)

and by Cochard et al. (2009) (albeit at much higher pressure gradi-

ents), and was related to changes in solute concentration. To rule out

possible effects of hydrogels swelling in pit membranes as a potential

cause of the observed decrease in Kx, we used KCl solution

(Zwieniecki et al., 2001) and conducted additional experiments with

various values of KCl concentrations to illustrate the persistence of

the observed Kx decay across a range of ionic concentrations (see

Figure S3). Furthermore, any reduction in Kx as potentially related to

initial lateral flow to fill cells and extra-cellular spaces (Espino &

Schenk, 2010) has been discarded as the branches are kept in

saturated conditions for the entire duration of the experiment setup

and measurement. While the presence of native emboli cannot be

ruled out and might have been responsible for the initial increase in Kx

observed in very few samples (see Figures 2a and S2), this did not

impact the observed reduction in Kx which was consistent across spe-

cies and samples taken at different times. Attribution of the Kx reduc-

tion to bubble formation (Canny et al., 2007; Espino & Schenk, 2010)

is unlikely due to the very low pressure gradients compatible with

conditions in the plant, and the consistent decrease across experi-

ments and tree species that is unlikely to be triggered by such nucle-

ation events. In addition, the hypothesis of bubble formation does not

explain the observed higher drop in Kx with higher pressure gradients.

Thus, while the potential occurrence of bubble formation and coales-

cence cannot be ruled out in some experiments, it is unlikely to pro-

vide an explanation for the systematic decline in xylem conductivity

and its consistent dependence on the applied pressure gradient.

The observed decline in Kx is attributed primarily to an active

wounding response of the xylem tissue at the plane of the branch cut.

This highlights a potential role of the living tissue surrounding dead

xylem conduits that could actively respond to different environmental

conditions including wounding (e.g., by insects, wind-induced mechan-

ical damage and similar events). Evidence suggests that such response

could involve the production of mucilage substances capable of clog-

ging the xylem conduits and reducing the flow (Crews et al., 2003;

Dixon, 1914; Espino & Schenk, 2010; Jacobsen et al., 2015; Jacobsen

et al., 2018; Melcher et al., 2012; Tyree & Ewers, 1991). The effect in

terms of Kx decay was proportionally more significant under higher

pressure gradients leading to the speculation that higher pressure gra-

dients transport mucilage deeper into the branch segment

(in proportion to the induced flow). The hypothesis of a reduction in

F IGURE 8 Re-saturation experiments. (a) Boxplots of maximum hydraulic conductivity (Kx) values obtained from experiments V85, V86 and
V87 before and after drying with a fan for 8–24 h (see Table S10 for experimental details). The central red line indicates the median, and the
bottom and top edges of the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. The whiskers extend to the most extreme data points not
considered outliers (i.e., 1.5 times the interquartile range from the ends of the box), and the outliers are plotted individually (+ symbol).
(b) Hydraulic conductivity Kx (normalized by its initial value) as a function of time for experiment V85 (branches were dried with a fan for 8 or
24 h). The blue dash-dotted line marks the time of drying, while solid and dashed lines are used for measurements before and after drying and re-
saturation, respectively [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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xylem flow due to a wound-stimulated release of mucilage is further

corroborated by measurements of pectin concentration (considered

an important component of mucilage) in the xylem outflow (see

Appendix S1 for details) showing an initial release of pectin from

wounded xylem and a subsequent drop in concentration (see

Figure 5).

Other mechanisms that might contribute to the observed decline

in conductivity include a passive wound response with debris being

carried and pushed within the xylem (Espino & Schenk, 2010; Sperry

et al., 1988) as well as possible damage and deformation of the pit

membranes, with a more pronounced effect at higher pressure gradi-

ents (Espino & Schenk, 2010;Hacke et al., 2001 ; Hillabrand

et al., 2016). These hypotheses are in line not only with the observed

decline in Kx, but also with the higher magnitude of such decline

observed at higher pressure gradients: in such conditions gel and

debris would be pushed deeper within the conduits, while pit mem-

branes could be subjected to a more pronounced deformation

(Domec, Lachenbruch, & Meinzer, 2006).

The sensitivity of the measurements to the applied pressure gra-

dient has important implications for the correct interpretation of labo-

ratory experiments, which need to be performed at pressures similar

to those experienced in planta (i.e., ≲ 0.04 MPa m−1) in order to be

representative of real conditions. Additionally, mucilage release in

response to external stresses might further affect other invasive water

transport methods (e.g., sap flow, stem psychrometers) where wound-

induced gel production might result in a local reduction of the actual

flow (Peters et al., 2018).

4.2 | Air invasion and drying irreversibly modify
xylem transport properties

We further pointed to the destructive role of air invasion that may

have stretched and torn inter-conduit pit membranes (Cochard

et al., 2009; Domec et al., 2006; Petty, 1972; Petty & Puritch, 1970),

explaining potentially why the measured Kx of dried and subse-

quently re-saturated branches was noticeably and consistently lower

that the value of Kx in fully hydrated conditions (Figure 8a). The

overall reduction in Kx observed after air invasion might be related

to a weakening of the xylem system resulting from internal morpho-

logical changes caused by the drying and/or damage or loosening of

the pit membranes during the dehydration procedure (Hacke

et al., 2001; Hillabrand et al., 2016). This highlights the fact that

measurements of xylem conductivity for physiological and ecological

applications should be carried out over intact and hydrated branches,

as opposed to measurements over-dried wood samples commonly

performed in wood science (Glass & Zelinka, 2010; Kelso

et al., 1963).

4.3 | Micro- and macroscopic xylem responses

The xylem macroscopic and microscopic behaviours were shown to

be tightly intertwined, with a gradient-based sequence of pathways

activation suggesting that redundancy in the xylem network is

needed not only to overcome friction, but also as a safety measure

F IGURE 9 (a–c) Transpiration flux (per unit leaf area) as a function of xylem specific hydraulic conductivity (Kx) computed according to
Equation (1) for different values of sapwood area As and pressure gradient Δh/L. The red dashed region shows the range of xylem hydraulic
conductivities (excluding outliers) from this study (see probability distribution in panel (d)). The measured Kx is here rescaled by a factor of 4.5
(K�

x = 4:5 �Kx) to account for the sapwood to cross sectional area difference (as obtained from the TRY database) in the definition of conductive
area (see text for details). The grey dashed region shows the range of the 99 percentile of transpiration fluxes computed with the ecohydrological
model T&C for 53 woody ecosystems (see Appendix S1 for details, the probability distribution of the transpiration values is given in panel (e))
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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to allow system functioning when some or several conduits are

embolized, damaged or clogged (Brodersen et al., 2014; Choat

et al., 2008). The activation of more conduits under higher pressure gra-

dients observed here substantiates the hypothesis that more conduits

could be employed to overcome flow reductions due to damage, clog-

ging and/or gel release. Results from staining experiments further cor-

roborate the redundancy of the xylem conductive system for normal or

low flows (Korner, 2019), as supported by a recent study showing that

a tree stem may be cut in half with minimal effect on the canopy water

relations (Dietrich, Hoch, Kahmen, & Körner, 2018).

4.4 | How much hydraulic gradient is needed to
induce flow?

Systematic observations in our experiments and elsewhere

(Dixon, 1914) suggest that very small gradients (e.g., Δh/L ≥ 1 m/m)

were sufficient to sustain the flow through the branches. This is in

line with theoretical predictions of transpiration fluxes computed

from Equation (1) for different sapwood areas and pressure gradients

as a function of Kx (Figure 9). The comparison with published esti-

mates of hourly transpiration per unit of leaf obtained from multi-

year ecohydrological simulations supports that gradients of 4 m/m

are sufficient to sustain maximum transpiration fluxes and that

hydraulic gradients substantially exceeding this value might be very

rarely needed in plants and, if so, likely being only observed in the

most distal parts (Domec & Gartner, 2002; Hellkvist, Richards, &

Jarvis, 1974). This also confirms the large redundancy of the xylem

hydraulic conductivity in satisfying the transpiration fluxes under

normal operating conditions (e.g., lower than 80 percentile—see

Figure S16). For these conditions half or a quarter of observed Kx

could sustain the transpiration demand at still relatively small gradi-

ents of 1–4 m/m. Finally, such low gradients support the notion that

highest resistance with most of the head loss in the plant vasculature

occurs in the leaves (Sack, Cowan, Jaikumar, & Holbrook, 2003;

Sack & Holbrook, 2006).

4.5 | Broader impacts

The various methodological challenges in xylem conductivity mea-

surements reinforce the long-standing recommendations for standard-

ized protocol for xylem hydraulic measurements (Espino &

Schenk, 2010; Pratt, Jacobsen, North, Sack, & Schenk, 2008). These

are important for systematic comparisons of measurements across

species, locations and conditions to advance understanding of plants'

vascular system and hydraulic functioning. Specifically, measured Kx

values were shown to depend upon the different definitions of con-

ductive area as well as re-saturation procedures, experiment duration

and pressure gradient applied. Current interpretation of xylem func-

tioning and sapflow measurements needs to be revised in light of the

observed dependence of xylem conductivity values on the applied

pressure gradient and active tissue response to external forcings. This

has several implications for xylem flow conceptualization as well as

modelling applications, where the use of literature Kx values might not

be representative of real operating conditions.

New generation Earth System Models start considering explicitly

plant hydraulics and consequently values of Kx are needed to quantify

plant water transport and transpiration (Bonan, Williams, Fisher, &

Oleson, 2014; Christoffersen et al., 2016; Kennedy et al., 2019; Xu,

Medvigy, Powers, Becknell, & Guan, 2016). Concurrently, Kx is often

required in more specialized ecophysiological and ecohydrological

models (e.g., Fatichi et al., 2016; Manoli et al., 2017; Manzoni

et al., 2013). In all these modelling applications, special care should be

taken in defining Kx, as assuming it a constant value could represent an

oversimplification since Kx might vary in response to biotic and abiotic

stresses (see also Millar et al., 2017), as well as in response to pressure

gradients and their history. The highlighted linkages between the mac-

roscopic and microscopic behaviours point to the necessity to better

relate the bulk hydraulic parameterization to the xylem network topol-

ogy accounting explicitly for pressure-dependence flow paths and thus

for a redundant network during normal operating conditions (Bouda,

Windt, McElrone, & Brodersen, 2019; Manzoni et al., 2013; Mrad,

Domec, Huang, Lens, & Katul, 2018).
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